
THE INTRODUCTION OF FOUCAULT 
IN THE ACCOUNTING FIELD AND 
THE ANALYSIS OF INVISIBLE COLLEGES 
A INTRODU<;:AO DE FOUCAULT NA AREA DA CONTABILIDADE 
EANALISE DOS COLEGIOS INVISivEIS 

Resurrio A obra de Michel Foucault tern sido referenciada em diversos campos do conhecimento 
e tal influencia tern sido notada tambem na contabilidade. Os objetivos deste trabalho sao: encon
trar em que ponto a obra de Foucauft come90u a ser empregada na literatura contabil, como foi 
aceita pelos pesquisadores, e identificar os colegios invisiveis. Este estudo visa contribuir para 
identificar.o desenvolvimento de uma nova area de investiga9ao atraves dos movimentos de teo
riaS entre campos. Ele identifica como a pesquisa foucaultiana tern sido utilizada para explicar 0 
poder e os aspectos disciplinares na contabilidade. Urn total de 68 revistas de contabilidade e·123 
artigos com referencia. a Foucault foram analisados, onde constatou-se que 40% estao baseados 
em suas teorias e 60% nao ha rela~ao a ser estabelecidaentre a argumenta~ao e referendal. A teo
ria de Rede Social tambem foi utilizada, de modo a identificar os colegios invislveis sobre 0 
assunto. Atraves da analise dos coIegios invislveis, os resultados mostram os grupos de autores e 
publica~oes que introduzirarn as ideias de Foucault na Contabilidade. A rede de autores e peri6di
cos mostra os autores e peri6dicos organizados em uma posi~ao mais centralizada. 

Abstract Michel Foucault's works have been referenced in several fields ofknowledge and such 
influence has also been noticed in Accounting.·The objectives of this paper are: to find at what 
point Foucault's work started to be used in accounting literature; how it was accepted by resear
chers; and identi1;Y invisible colleges. This study aims at contributing to identi1;Y the development 
of a new area of research through the movements of theories between fields. It identifies how 
Foucaultian research work has been utilized to explain power and disciplinary aspects in accoun
ting. A total of68 accounting journals and 123 articles with reference to Foucault have been ana- . 
lyzed, with 40% having been based on his theory and 60% with no possible relationship to be esta
blished between argument and referential. S.ocial Network Theory was also used so as to identi1;Y 
the invisible colleges addressing the subject; Through the analysis·ofthe invisible colleges, results 
show the groups ofauthors and journals that have introduced the ideas ofFoucault in Accounting. 
The itetwork ofauthors and journals shows the authors and journals organized in a more centra
lized position rather than in a deCcentralized manner. 

Introduction 

Over the years a growing number ofstudies following Michel Foucault's the
ories have been published by leading Accounting journals. 

To identifY the movements oftheories from one disciplinary field to another, 
the authors understood the need for a social network analysis and the use of 
different methodological approaches. 

In this study, the authors analyze the introduction ofFoucault in the field of 
accounting.Baxter & Chua (2003) demonstrated Foucauldian approach in 
managerial accounting research; Gendron & Baker (2005) showed the sup
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port network surrounding Foucault's·idea. The authors,have extend~d the 
Gendron & Baker (200S) study to ~ social network analysis and compared 
the use of Foucaultianapproach in 16 international· accounting journals.. 
Very little res'earch has been conducted in Accounting Research using this 
method. 

The research questions supported by the social network analysis, were: How 
can the emergence ofan invisible college in critical accounting be perceived 
through the central positioning taken by authors and journals? Are the crit
ical ties based'solely.on personal relationships or have these ties become 
formalized? 

Invisible college refers to a virtual cqnnection among scholars of a specific 
topic who communicate regularly with each other even though not based at 
the.same University or Institution (CRANE, 1972). 

As a contribution to the theory, the results ofthis study-provide a systematic 
and structured analysis ofthe presence ofFoucault in Accounting. It also pro
vides an analysis through the classification of articles by specialty areas, the 
numbers ofarticles in each journal, and publishing guidelines.' 

The authors also analyze to what extent the research topic contributes for sci
ence and literature. Secondly, they describe the theoretical and methodologi
cal framework used to gather data. A brief introduction to the main works of 
Foucault and respective· contributions' to social science is presented. In the 
final section results are reported. and followed by conclusions. 

Development ofaccountingresearch 
Based on the possible world visions to define social··· sciences and society, . 
accounting thinking and development can be seen as having been strongly 
based on functionalistic assumptions (RIAHI-BALKAOUI, 1997). Research space 
under different perspectivesis still limited, as in Chua (1986). However, larger 
support can be found in publications such as Accounting,. Auditing & 
AccountabilityJournal, Accounting, Organization and Society (ADS), Critical 
Perspectives in Accounting. Baxter & Chua (2003) identify such perspectives 
for accounting studies based on the analysis ofADS publications. Both authors 
have identifIed the foll<;>wing research perspectives in managerial accounting: 
non-rational design school, naturalistic research, radical alternative, institu
tional theory, structuration theory, Foucauldian approach and Latourian 
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approach. ,Studies ofthis nature make it possibleto understand the historical
 
development ofaccounting thinking and its sources ofinfluence. In this sense,
 
Wells (1976) identified the transition from normative and aprioristic to empir

ical research throughout the 1960'S and the 1970'S. Watts & Zimmerman
 
(1990) identified that research in the 1980'S was predominantly positivistic.
 

Articles with Foucaultian perspectives were identified by Baxter & Chua
 
. (2003) and Gendron &Baker (2005). Those authors analyzed the articles pub

lished by AOS. Baxter & Chua (2003) identified eight articles whose theoreti

cal referential was Foucaultian, while Gendron & Baker (2005) identified the
 
references to Foucault in the ADS. The present research reaches beyond by
 
adding a social network analysis applied to articles in 16 accounting journals.
 

Movements oftb.eories 

Gendron & Baker (2005) analyzed the movement oftheories based on Latour's
 
theoretical assumptions in regard to the sociology oftranslation and support
 
nets., They have also inquired academics about their first contact with Michel
 
Foucault's works.
 

,Based on that field notion, in order to understand a given work it is necessary 
to understand its production, production field, the relationship between the 
field in which it was produced and the field in which it is received, or more pre
cisely, the relationship between the author's positioning as w'ell as the reader's 
in their respective fields (BOURDIEU, 1997: 13). The authors understand that the 
analysis ofpublications is a key step to distinguish the types of reading done 
by readers/authors; the positioning ofboth authors and readers in their res
pective fields (BOURDIEU, 1997; CHARTIER, 1985); as well as the conditionsunder 
which Foucault was received and perceived by Accounting thinking, and how' 
Foucault's theories has established itselfin Accounting. 

Research methodology 

This article analyzes the nature and impact of Foucault's irtsertionin
 
Accountingthinking by collecting and systematizing articles publisheq in sci

entific Accounting journals where Foucault is referenced. Qualitative and
 
quantitative methods were used in the systematization and description and in
 
the Social Network analysis.
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Table 1 shows the selected journals and articles. The instrument used for refe
rence reading was basedon the following items: title, author(s), institution(s), 
theme, and context, research questions, research methods, conclusion and 
reading ofFoucault's. 

Chartier typology (ig85) was used to distinguish reading types, which defines 
authors' appropriation ofanother area in 3 categories: 

a.	 Incidental appropriation - where it is not possible to establish a rela
tionship between argument andreferen~al. It keeps very close inter
face with the argument developed; 

b. Topical, conceptual appropriation ~ characterized by the fact ofenvi
sagingthe use,'altboughnon-systematically, ofquotations and - here 
and there.- author's concepts. The appropriations are mobilized to 
reinforce arguments or results obtained and developed in a terminolo
gical picture that is not necessarily that ofthe authors's; 

c.	 Appropriation of work method - developing appropriation ways of 
systematic use ofauthor's notions and concepts, showing central con
cern with theory modus operandi. 

The articles 'under categories band c were considered together. 

The analysis is based on Social Network Theory. Network analysis is a method 
of analyzing interactions of data collected from multiple sources. It allows 
examining the total number oflinks between the members in the network, the 
types ofinteraction, and relationship level and intensity in each relationship. 
Analysis unit is the relationship itsel£ This method ,allows examining and 
comparing the relationship between the clusters - two elements or all ,ele
ments comprised by the network. 

This study aimed at identifYing communities or invisible' colleges through co
author ~nalysis and focus on specific subjects. Co-author .analysis tries to 
identifY the interaction ofinvisible colleges ofexperts ona~ specific subject to 
obtain a mapping ofresearch publications thatwill be interpreted as networks 
ofinterpersonal contacts. According to I(irby et al. (2005) this is used as a tool 
for the identification of subgroups and shared knowledge in.this community. 
One approach is to describe the relationship between the members ofa net
work as observed in. representative literature publications. Recent work in 
knowledge sociology demonstrates a direct link between social interaction 
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patterns and the structure of ideas, suggesting that scientific collaboration 
networks affect scientific practice (MOODY, 2004). 

In Network analysis, data are collected from the different sources, I1?-embers or 
documents, and are displayed and analyzed using a matrix. Data analysis can be 
cenducted using software packages, such as VCINET (by Borgatti, Everett, and 
Freeman, 1999), which includes Net Draw (Net Draw: 2.21 Graph Visualization 
Software. Harvard: Analytic Technologies- by Borgatti 2002) that allows 
visual representation ofnetwork participants and the links among them. 

Our main research question addresses which author or journal is most central 
in the network and how can we understand this network regarding an emerg
ing invisible college in this area ofcritical accounting? Are these journals will
ing to discuss these academic needs in this particular field? Nodes with th~ 

greatest number oflinks or ties are the most central in anetwork. The simplest 
centrality measure is ·based on direct links. Are the criti.cal ties based solely on 
personal relationships or hierarchies, or have these ties become formalized so 
that they are sustainable? 

Sample 

For the purpose of this research the articles that have been published in 
internationally renowned journals in English, with· peer review, were 
selected for analysis. Choices were made aiming at reducing bias - which 
may be found in articles not reviewed by a scientific committee or articles 
under development. 

All articles from PROQUEST Global ABIIINFORM and SCIENCE DIRECT database 
published in scientific journals in the area ofAccounting were analyzed. 

The following keywords were used for article selection: Foucault, Foucaul
dian, Foucaultian, foucauldian or foucaultian. In PROQVEST the two available 
selection options were accessed: Citation and Abstract and Citation and 
Document Text. In SCIENCE DIRECT ACCESS database the only available selec
tion option was consulted: Abstract, Titles, Keywords and Authors. A total of 
123 articles were selected; those articles were published in 68 journals. 
Therefore, the number of issues researched totaled 6,701. In agreement with 
the period included in the database for each journal, the oldest date is 
October, 1968 - Management Accounting Research - followed by Account
ing Review, with issues available as of1971. The total number ofissues avail
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....... Table 1 - Sample and total articles analyzed

00 

Number ofissues Total issues with ..•..Journal available for acess (A) articles (B) 

1. Accounting and Business Research UK 1973 2004 174 4 4 2030••• "" 
2. Accounting, Auditing & Accountability 

1992 2004. 62 36 60 58,06Journal UK
 

3- Accounting, Organizations
 
2005UK 1976 151 8 8 5030and Society 

4- Canadian Accounting Perspectives Canada 2001 2004 6 2 2 33033 
5- The CPA Journal USA 1981 2004 597 0,18 . 
6. Critical Perspectives on Accounting 

USA 1990 2005 69 19 22 27,54(Elsevier) 

7. Financial Accountability 
UK 1985 2004 107 0,93& Management 

8. The International Journal UK 1971 2004 66 1,52 
ofAccounting 

9. The Irish Accounting Review Ireland 2004 2004 1 1 100,00 
10. Journal ofAccounting Literature USA 1982 2003 22 2 '2 9,09 
11. Journal ofBusiness Finance 

UK 1974 2004 250 0040& Accounting 

12. Journal ofManagement Accounting 
USA 1994 2003 13 2 3 15,38Research 

13. Management Accounting Research UK 1992 2004 51 2 2 3,92 

14- Managerial Auditing Journal UK 1992 2004 103 4 5 3,88 
15- Accounting History* Australia 1998 2005 13 3 3 .23,08 

16. Accounting Historians Journal* USA 1994 2005 22 7 7 31,82 

Total 1·707 94 123 7,21 

* Two journals under analysis were available at Find Articles (www.findarticle.com> 
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able for access in the period was 1,707, as shown in Table 1. For instance, in 
Accounting and Business Research the research was accomplished from vol

ume 4, 1973 to volume 4, number 3, 2004. In that period, 174 copies were pub- . 
lished, with 4 including articles with references to Foucault. The total number 
of articles was also 4, in other words, 1 per issue. In some cases there was 
more than 1 article per issue [Table 1]. 

The 16 journals under analysis ranged from 1971 to 2005, according to PRO

QUEST availability: ABI/Global INFORM and SCIENCE DIRECTACCESS, with a col
lection ofapproximately 1,800 Journals each one. 

Research results - foucault's contribution to accounting 

Quantitative analysis 

Out ofthe 68 scientific journals and 6,701 published articles, 123 were identified 
in 16 journals with reference to Foucault either in the title or abstract. Those 123 
articles were publishedby 135 authors, which results in an average of0.91 arti
cles per author, meaning that se~eral articles were written in co-authorship. 
Out of those 16 journals, 1,707 issues were examined: 94 contain 123 articles 
that referenced Foucault, with an average of1,J09 articles per issue. The first 
article found was published in 1986 in Accounting, Organization and Society

v.n, no 2, by Hoskin. K. W. and Maeve, R. H. under the title Accounting and the 
ExamInation: «The Genealogy of Disciplinary Power; the last one in 2005 in 
Critical Perspectives on Accounting» - v. 16, no 3 published by Birkin, F., 
Edwards, P. and Woodward, D. under the title «Accounting's Contribution to 
Conscious Cultural Evolution: an End to Sustainable Development«. The 
analysis per journal reveals ~ larger number of the articles published in 
Accounting, Auditing & AccountabilityJournal and in Critical Perspectives on 

Accounting - 60 and 22 respectively, out of123 articles. When combined, those 
two journals were responsible for 66.66% of the production in the period. 
Geographically, it is observed that out ofthe 16 jo~als under investigation, 8 
were published in the UK; 5 in the US, 1 in Canada; 1 in Australia and 1 in 
Ireland. That shows that European journals concentrate most publications. As 
for temporary distribution, Table 2 shows higher production as of 1992, with 

significant volumes in 1994, 1996, 200~, and 2003 [Table 2]. 
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Table 2 - Temporal Distribution ofArticles 

Number ofarticles 

1986 2 1,63 

1987 2 1,63 

1988 0,81 

1989 0,81 

1990 2 1,63 

1991 o 

1992 5 4,07 

1993 9 7.32 

1994 13 10,57 

1995 9 7.32 

1996 11 8,94 

1997 6 4,88 

1998 11 8,94 

1999 7 5,69 
2000 7 5,69 
2001 2 1,63 
2002 12 .9,75 
2003 15 12,19· 

2004 7 5,69 

2005 0,81 

Total 100,00 

Qualitative analysis 

The 123 articles were analyzed according to the sample. Out of that total, 5 
were not considered in the analysis since they present book reviews. In the 
sample, the first two articles published With reference to Foucault date from 
1986, one published in Accounting, Organization and Society (AOS) , and the 
other in the Journal ofManagement AccountingResearch. The acceptance for 
publication ofan article is a form ofaccepting and to a certain extent legitimat
ing a new author's entrance in that area. That is confirmed by the regularity of 
Foucault-based articles that have been published in Accounting, Organization 

and Society in the last 13 years. 
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As few as 5 articles wen~ seen to address the ideas ofFoucault as opposition,
 
rejecting his theory for the analysis and the understanding ofa certain subject,
 
as in Townley, B. in «Managing by Numbers: Accounting Personnel Manage

ment and Creation of the Mathesis», published in Critical Perspectives on
 
Accounting, 6 (1995). The author considers Foucaultian Accounting analysis
 
as deficient for having engaged mainly in accounting for what it appears to be,
 
and not for what it really is. However, practically all ofthe articles take up the
 
ideas by Foucault, thus configuring the author's reception and acceptance for
 
accounting thinking. Two articles belong to authors that reject Foucault's ideas
 
when they are used as only a way to understand reality; however, they accept
 
them when joined by others.
 

As for the relationship between the field it was produced and the field it was
 
received, F:oucault showed to be present in most ofthe theoretical articles. The
 
need to look for answers that can no longer be answered fully through com

monly used theories in the field ofknowledge leads a researcher to a search in
 
other areas. An attempt for insertion is carried out through the dialogue
 
between authorlresearcher and author/theoretician. First, applied studies
 

•come into the scenario in	 an attempt to check the possibility of inserting 
Foucault's theory in the new field. Secondly, Foucault can be found in history 
of accounting and organizational and social accounting; in other words, 
directly associated to the field it was produced. In smaller amounts, Foucault's 
ideas were found applied to the analysis offinancial and budget accounting, in 
accountability, and in auditing, among others. 

Some readings and superficial references do not necessarily mean that the 
ideas are the basis for the discussions. Following the typologies as defined by 
Chartier; a) incidental appropriation, b) topical conceptual appropriation, and 
c) appropriation ofthe modus operandi, it was decided to use typologies band 
.c together. A future research analyzing the articles under typologies band c 
must be conducted. The 'results revealed that 40% of the articles refer the 
appropriation ofthe modus operandi, in otherwords, the authors incorporated 
Foucault's notions and concepts systematically in their works. 

Based on this result, it was possible to verifY that 40% ofthe articles is based 
on Foucault, and 52% addresses the disciplinary aspects of accounting. In 
other words, the subject of discipline, surveillance, and practices ofbehavior 
based in the work ofSurveiller et Punirpublished in 1975. They are followed by 
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the subject regarding discourse (22%r The aspects associated to the construc
tion ofaccounting knowledge, based on The ArchaedlQgy ofKnowledge, pub
lished in 1969, are found in smaller amount (9%). Finally, 17% presents theo
retical discussions and studies of applied cases. The remaining 60% shows 
articles include Foucault as incidental or topical appropriation. 

Social networkanalysis . 

Diagram 1 (page 83) shows the social network ofauthors and journals. The (0) 
nodes represent the publications and the (.) nodes the authors as in Table 3. 
The ties represent the lirlks ofauthorships. 

Diagram 2 shows the network of co-authorships. Isolated authors were 
excluded. The ties allow identifYing invisible networks. For this analysis, the 4 
main colleges were selected. 

Table 3 - List ofAuthors and codes ___BlI 
Authors -- Authors 

Alam,M. COOl Hammond, T. D. C046 Mraovic,B. . C091 

Archer, S. C002 Hanson,D. C047 Murai,H. C092 

Armstrong, P. C003 Haslam,J. C048 Napier, C. J. C093 

Arnold, P. J. Co04 Hogartaigh, C. C049 Neimark,M. C094 

Arrington, C. E. C005 Hogartaigh, M. C050 Neu,D. C095 

Baker, C. R. Co06 Hooper, K. C051 Northcott,D. C096 

Baxter, J. C007 Hooper, T. C052 OakeL,S. C097 

Birkin, F. Co08 Hopwood, A. G. Co53 Okano,H. C098 

BoynT C009 Hoskin, K. W. C054 Parker, 1. D. C099 

Brackenborough, S. COlO Humphrey, C. C055 Phiddian, R. C100 

Bricker, R. C011 Hussein, M. A. C056 Pratt,M. Cl01 

Broadbent, J. C012 . Jacob, K. C057 Preston, A. M. C102 

Carmona,S. C013 Jeade, I. Co58 Puxty, T. C103 

Carnegie, G. D. C014 Kalbers, 1. P. Co59 Quatronne, P. C104 

Chew, A. C015 Karim, R. A. A. C060 Radcliffe, V. S. C105 

Chua,W.F. C016 Kasanen,E. C061 Rahaman, A. S. C106 

Collinson, D. C017 Kearins, K. C062 Ravenscroft, S. C107 

Combe, I. C018 Ketz, J. E. C063 Rea,D.M. C108 
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Diagram 2 - Social network ofco-authorships 
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Diagram 3 - Invisible College 1 

. ¥.a133Cll89
 
32 

. 22 . Cll7 
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Ezzamel,M 
Cooper, D 
Morgan,G 
Puxty, T 
Sikka, P 
Willmott,H 

CO;!3 
C022 
C089 
C103 
C117 
C132 

06 . 

aJ60 

~ COOl 

6 am 

Alam,M Com
 
Lawrence,S C066
 
Lowe, T C072
 
Northcott, D C096
 
Rahaman, A, S CI06
 

Diagram 3 identifies an invisible college (1) formed 
by 6 authors of different countries and institutions, 
being 1from Canada and 5 from the UK.

The central author in the network is C132 (UK). 

CI03 and C132 hold strong ties. The group is highly 
cohesive. 

Diagram 4 - Invisible College 2 

Diagram 4 identifies an invisible college (2) formed 
by 5 authors ofdifferent countries and institutions, 
being 1from the UK and 4 from NZ. 

The central author is Co66 (NZ).
 

All holding ties ofthe same strength.
 

The group is highly cohesive.
 

Diagram 5 - Invisible College 3 

Diagram 5 identifies an invisible college (3) formed 
by 8 authors from different countries and institu
tions' being 1 from the UK, 5 from the US, 1 from AU 
and 1 from CA. 

The central author is C097 (CA). 

C097 and C046 hold strong ties. 

Amold,P,) 
Chew,A 
Considine, ) 

. Cooper, C 
Gallhoffer, S 

C004 The central author unites two different groups. 

C015 
C019 Gould, S C042 
C021 Hammond, T, D C046 
C038 OakeL, S C097 
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Diagram 6 - Invisible College 4 

Diagram6 identifies an invisible college (4) formed 
by 7 authors from different countries a~d institutions, 
being 2 from the UK, 4 from the US and 1from AU. 

The central author is C034 (US).
 

C078 and C054 hold stronger ties.
 

C034 and C124 hold moderately intense ties.
 

Fleischman. R. K C034 C034 and C078 hold moderately intense ties. 
Hoskin. K, W 
Kalbers, L, P 

C054 
C059 The central author unites from two to three different 

Maeve, R, H C078 groups. 
Parker, L, D C099 
Searcy, D, L CI14 
lYson, T C124 

The use ofcomputerized social network methods allowed building co-author
ship networks similar to friendship relationship. It helps identifYing a research 
field. The countries with higher centrality are the US, the UK, CA, and NZ. 
Diagram 6, Invisible College 4 refers to the network whose authors published 
articles using the theory of Foucault. Colleges 1, 2 and 3 used Foucault as 
«incidental appropriation». 

Ale the critical ties based solely on personal relationships or hierarchies, or 
have these ties become formalized so that they are sustainable over time? With 
the analysis, the co-authorship links are formalized because they are'building 
with formal information, such as published articles. 

In Moody's view (2004), co-authorship is becoming increasingly more com-, 
mon in the social sciences and in his research, the co-authorship pattern 
shows a steadily growing cohesive core, suggesting that while authors might 
specialize, their skills marry well with others creating an integrated collabora
tion network. In the present research, Table 4 shows that out of135 authors, 65 
(52.8%) are isolated, while 58 (47.2%) worked collaboratively, which spon
sored the emerging ofa network [Table 4]. 

Chronology 
The authors used a 5-year-period analysis approach. In other studies is has 
been shown to, provide an appropriate overview, whereas period analysis for a 
given year has not shown significant results. 
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Table 4 - Co-authorship 

Co-authors Total no ofarticles 

65 52 ,8° 
43 35,0 

2 14 11,4 

3 0,8 

Total 123 

Diagram 7 - 1986-199° 

Diagram 7 refers to the period from.1986 to 1990 when the ideas ofFoucault 
began to be incorporated in Accounting Research. As the nucleus was being 
formed, the first irivisible college (college 4 with C054 and C078) could be 
seen. 

l
C054 

C078 

--eC064 e-co1;----r 

4.
C112 

28 

C024 
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Diagram 8 - 1991-1995 

From 1900 to 1995, Foucault-motivated accounting research started to grow, 
as shown in Diagram 8 
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Diagram 9 - 1996-2000 

Diagram 9 indicates a decrease in this kind ofresearch from 1996 to 2000, and 
the formation ofinvisible college 2 (C096). 

~ 
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Diagram 10 - 2001-2005 

From 2001 to 2005, Diagram 10 denotes the return to 1991 to 1995 production 
level. 

L~" 

Conclusion 

This article uses the notion of scientific field to understand how an author 
enters a field ofknowledge. The purpose is to verifY how Foucault's insertion 
in Accounting took place, and in what areas. 

Under the Bibliometric perspective, this study shows a significant influence of, 
Foucault's ideas in Accounting research, mainly in Critical Accounting. It could 
be observed that this influence is concentrated in the European publications, 
mainly Accounting, Auditing & Accountability Journal and Critical Perspec
tives on Accounting, and could be seen in a more marked way as of1992. 

Qualitative research based on the reading ofarticles reveals information as to 
the proximity ofthe fields where the theory was produced and received, as well 
as the great response on the part ofthe authors. However, only published arti
cles in scientific journals were analyz~d. 

The results ofthe social network analysis rev'eals the journals and authors in a 
more centralized position and also a network with formalized relationships. 
Four main invisible colleges were identified and analyzed. 
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The concept ofinvisible college is also part ofthe Scientometric doctrine. It is 
also consistent with the hypothesis ofuneven or accrued distribution ofbene
fits as previously analyzed, and from which it follows that the scientific com
munity is divided into at least two parts: at the top, the most prolific authors 
and also the most cited, and the lower the mass ofresearchers. This study con
tributes to identifYing the development ofa new area of research through the 
movements oftheories between fields in Critical Accounting. It also identifies 
how several reseal'ch projects using Foucault's works have been emerging nom 
a need to explain power and disciplinary aspects in accounting. 

Future research will detail the analysis with relationships and hierarchies as 
well as time series. Based on this analysis ofthe 123 articles hypotheses can be 
formulated. 

Limitations and recommendations 

When does an author become indispensable in our reading routine? The 
access to the works of Foucault was essential for his insertion in Accounting 
thinking. Foucault can already be found in the contents of disciplines of 
Accounting programs in the United States and Great Britain on the Internet. 

Rather than conclusive, the present study is an approach to the understanding 
ofthe process ofbuilding a research area. It is necessary to identifY the factors 
that promote collaboration network. Understanding the networks that consti
tute the field is a step to understand the ways in which ideas can be exchanged. 

Invisible colleges are also a way oflinking the elites and the mass of scientifi~ 
bases..One indication ofthis phenomenon would be to detect the trend to pub
lish as a group or several authors. A more in-depth study is recommended. 

A limitation of the study refers to the fact that other journals may not have 
been included in the database analyzed. Those included and available may not 
cover the full time period that one journal was being published. 
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